Answer the below Questions. This will count as a daily grade.

Make Sure Each Answer to The Question Meets the Three Sentence Minimum (Unless Otherwise Stated)

In Case the Above Link Fails, Copy and Paste the Below Title into the NewsELA Search Field.

"How emotions and stress affect body language"

1. How well do you believe you hide your stress?
2. Based off the article do you believe you really hide it as well as you think you do?
3. What about your normal emotions? How well do you hide them in your opinion?
4. Based off reading the article how well do you think you are at hiding your emotions?
5. Overall, how does body language impact how you are perceived, based off the article.
6. Now, based off your opinion, how large an impact do you believe your body language has?
7. How big an impact does stress have on your body language?
8. Based off your stress journal have you been more or less stressed out lately?
9. What has been the source of your biggest stress over the past week or so, and why do you believe that is?
10. What do you think is the best coping mechanism for dealing with the stress you have experienced thus far?